Grounds Board Report covering March activities. We had 114 volunteer hours for March. Grounds
has a total of 414 hours to date for 2017.
Friday 3/17 12 hours
We had a good turnout for the wash today. Not everyone was in the wash. Bob F. and Dick continued
to work on the street signs. Larry and Don pretty much finished up the irrigation behind Blue Fox.
They found the obstruction and were able to get everything working. Some minor fitting problems
which will be taken care of Tuesday. We have a tree issue that we will take care of behind Blue Fox
and the wash crew can probably handle that also on Tuesday. Lee, Bob M., Bill, John and Jim worked
on the wash.
Tuesday 3/7/17 16 hours
Wow we made hay today. Larry and Don finished up behind Blue Fox this morning. Bob M., Jim,
Mark, Lee, Dewaine and Dick finished all of the wash trimmings and hauled everything to the
dumpster and Hot Desert will take care of it for us.
Friday 3/10/17 12 hours today.
Marty came back today. It was nice to see Marty and it was an easy day. Mark sharpened some chains
and Bob Fillion, Bob Muldoon, Lee, Jim, and Denny cleaned up some dead cactus behind Blue Fox
and some other debri behind Viva and we called it a day. Sharon Toborg officially took over the
fountain this weekend and Bob Muldoon has taken over the Nature Park. Thank you that is a big job
and an important one.
Tuesday 3/14/17 12 hours
A big thanks to Mark, Larry, Lee, Marty, Bob, and Dewaine. The got all of the furniture back to the
office and got it all in the right spot. Than they cleaned up the Texas Ranger on Cuple and had Hot
Desert finish up. They also worked with Hot Desert to clean up some catcus along Encino. Hot Desert
continues to be very supportive of our grounds crew.
Friday 3/17/17 14 hours
We had a really good day today considering we started at 8. Mark got us started, than Lee, Bob Fillion,
Bob Muldoon, Don, Dick and Jim treated the Agave in all the Parks and cleaned up some volunteer
plants. We are going to take Tuesday off. We will plan for Friday.
Friday 3/24/17 18 hours today.
Big thanks to everyone. We went to Perry Park and did some pruning on the pines and mesquites.
Mark, Larry, Lee, Bill, Bob Muldoon, Bob Fillion, Hal, Marty, and Jim filled up a couple of trailer
loads with debri and fire wood.
Tuesday 3/28/17 20 hours today
Great turnout today. Marty is leaving us so we will miss him. Mark and Larry finished up a bunch of
chipping. Lee, Marty, Bill, Bob M., Hal, Dick, Jim and Norm Burt cleaned up a bunch of Cactus and
other debri.
Friday 3/31/17 10 hours
A big thanks to Lee, Larry, Bob M., John and Jim for a good day of trimming behind Blue Fox. Larry
trimmed out a bunch of Misseltoe and the rest of us cleaned up some more dead cactus and dead
branches. We may have some more chipping to do. A big thanks to Sharon Toborg for taking over
maintenance of the fountain. We have more Blue Fox on Tuesday and Mark would like to do the
painting on Tuesday. Save us some time.

